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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Specific movement patterns at the hip, knee and ankle during dynamic
landing tasks have been associated with an increased risk of lower extremity injury.
Training strategies have shown to be favourable in decreasing the risk of injury through
addressing movement patterns that have been associated with increased injury risk.

Objective: To determine differences in lower limb kinematics during three separate
bilateral landing tasks (Drop Jump, Drop Landing, Slow Step Down) between female
athletes and non-athletes.

Methods: Lower extremity kinematic data were obtained using the Xsens MVN motion
capture system for 12 university athletes, and 14 university non-athletes. Threedimensional joint angles were determined for the hip, knee, and ankle at the instant of
landing, and peak angles were determined throughout both landings. Peak angular
velocities of the hip, knee and ankle joints, and minimum distance between the knees
were found during landing. Jumping variables including jump height, ground contact
time, flight time, reactive strength index, landing knee distance, minimum knee distance,
and landing ankle distance were also analyzed.

Results: The athletes, in general, landed with less plantarflexion at the ankle (p < 0.01),
more flexion (p < 0.01), and more abduction (p < 0.01) at the knee and more adduction
(p < 0.05) at the hip during double leg tasks. Athletes also showed a greater distance
between the knees at landing (p < 0.01), and greater minimum distance between the
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knees (p < 0.01) throughout the landing phases. Athletes showed more favourable
performance characteristics in all jumping variables (p < 0.05), aside from no
differences in distance between the ankles at landing. During the single leg task, athletes
showed more knee flexion (p < 0.05) and more knee abduction (p < 0.001) than the nonathletes and slower knee flexion (p < 0.05) and adduction (p < 0.01) velocities. Both
athletes and non-athletes had more ankle dorsiflexion (p < 0.05) and hip flexion (p <
0.01) on the dominant side.

Conclusions: Differences in lower extremity kinematics between the trained athletes and
non-athletes during the landing tasks suggest that trained athletes may have a lower risk
of lower extremity injury compared to untrained non-athletes in the sagittal plane.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background Information on ACL Injuries
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries remain one of the most common and
concerning lower extremity injuries sustained by participants in multidirectional sports
(Shimokochi & Shultz, 2008). Female athletes are known to have a 4- to 8-fold higher
incidence of sustaining an ACL injury compared to males participating in the same
sports (Noyes & Barber-Westin, 2012a) and the most common mechanism of injury is
non-contact in nature (Hewett, 2005).
ACL injuries are concerning because of their impact on joint health, including
possible risk of early onset osteoarthritis (Lohmander et al., 2004). Other factors include
their impact on mental and emotional health, decreased participation in sport or
cessation of sport completely (Webster & Feller, 2019), and health outcomes related to
decreased level of physical activity (Lohmander et al., 2004). The consequences of an
injury could also have a large economic burden on an individual (Gilchrist et al., 2008).
1.2 Mechanism of Injury
There is a broad range of research looking at different mechanisms of injury,
including clinical studies, studies on cadavers, in vitro studies, interviews, motion
analyses, video analyses, injuries during biomechanical experiments and mathematical
modeling (Krosshaug et al., 2005). Broad mechanisms of injury described in the
research include non-contact versus contact injury, although the exact definition of what
constitutes as an injury mechanism is not well defined in the literature (Arendt & Dick,
1995).
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Common biomechanical risk factors that seem to play a large role in the gender
differences of injury include movements related to a valgus position in the lower
extremity, hip adduction and internal rotation, close to full knee extension, knee
abduction and internal tibial rotation, increased quadriceps activation for stabilisation of
the knee and tibial translation, hip internal rotation, decreased hip flexion, and ankle
eversion (Malinzak et al., 2001, Hewett et al., 2005). Many authors report higher knee
valgus angles and moments in females is related to a deficiency in the hip musculature
used to decelerate the body’s centre of mass (Pollard et al., 2010). Single leg landing
tasks are said to be one of the highest risk movements for an ACL injury (Yeow et al.,
2011). During single leg landing tasks, less knee flexion and more internal rotation at
the hip and knee differences between females and males have been related to higher
injury rates in females (Lephart et al., 2002). Reasons behind altered movement patterns
in females are not known, but it has been hypothesized that strength deficits in in the
sagittal plane lead to decreased hip and knee flexion during these tasks forcing them to
rely more on passive restraints in the frontal plane in order to control and decelerate
their body centre of mass, leading to increased knee valgus at the knee and increased
risk of ACL injury (Hewett et al., 2005; Pollard et al., 2010).
1.3 Screening for Risk of ACL Injury
It is hypothesized that improving lower extremity movement strategies during
high risk sporting movements through training interventions may decrease the risk of
ACL injury (Hewett et al., 1996; Hewett et al., 1999). Biomechanical studies focused on
these factors often focus on different jumping tasks that are commonly associated with
mechanism of injury and how the athletes may improve these biomechanics or better
2

control their body when performing these movements. A common consensus is
avoidance of landing with high valgus forces placed on the knee (Boden et al., 2009;
Hewett et al., 2005; Malinzak et al., 2001; Nessler et al., 2017).
Although there are many training programs available in the literature, there is
no gold standard for screening individuals that may be at risk of injury and would
benefit most for intervention. It is unclear whether a single biomechanical factor, or
multiple factors including neuromuscular and biomecahnical may reduce the risk of
injury. Common loading patterns include single leg and double leg landing tasks and
cutting and pivoting tasks with movement patterns related to a pocoition of valgus. It is
unlcear whether trained athletes who are generally trained in comparioson to specific
training programs that are developed for prevention of injury may be at less risk than
female untrained, non-athletes.
1.4 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to compare kinematic differences at the hips,
knees, and ankles between female trained university student athletes and female
untrained university student non-athletes during a Drop Jump (DJ), a Drop Landing
(DL) and a Single Leg Touch Down (SLT) contralaterally. Drop jump, and single leg
landing tasks have been proposed as a potential evaluation tool to screen for high-risk
kinematic movement patterns in individuals that may be at risk of ACL injury, and
training against these movement patterns has been suggested as a way of decreasing the
risk of injury. Therefore, the aim of this research was to determine if there was a
difference in lower body kinematics between the trained university student athletes from
the University of New Brunswick (UNB) and St. Thomas University (STU) and
3

untrained, university students in the Fredericton, New Brunswick region. It was
hypothesized that the trained athlete group would show kinematics demonstrating less of
a risk for lower extremity injury, or less lower extremity valgus including less knee
abduction, hip adduction, and ankle eversion.
1.5 Hypotheses

Drop Landing and Drop Jump
Group Differences:
H1: Athletes will land in a position that shows kinematic patterns related to less valgus
of the lower extremity (more hip abduction and external rotation, less knee abduction
and internal rotation, less ankle abduction).
H2: At the bottom of the absorption phase of the landing impulse (minCOM), the
athletes will be in a position of less valgus of the lower extremity (more hip abduction
and external rotation, less knee abduction, less ankle abduction).

Task Differences:
H1: Both groups will show kinematic patterns related to less of a valgus position (more
hip abduction and external rotation, less knee abduction, less ankle abduction) for the
drop landing condition.

Limb Differences:
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H1: Both groups would show kinematic patterns related to less of a valgus position at the
dominant limb at initial contact of the first landing phase and at minCOM.

Single-Leg Step Down
Group Differences:
H1: Athletes will show kinematic patterns related to less of a valgus position than the
non-athletes at initial ground contact.
H2: Athletes will have slower joint velocities than the non-athletes at initial ground
contact.

Limb Differences:
H1: Both the athlete and non-athlete groups will show kinematic patterns related to less
of a valgus position at the dominant limb at the frame of initial ground contact of the
leading foot.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Overview of Knee Anatomy
2.1.1 Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL)
The Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) is one of the major stabilizing ligaments
in the knee. The primary role of the ACL is to limit anterior translation of the tibia
relative to the femur, and secondarily limit extreme ranges of both internal and external
tibial rotation (Giuliani et al., 2009). An anterior and posterior view of the ACL is
shown in Figure 2.1. The ACL ligament has also been found to contain a number of
different mechanoreceptors and seems to have a role in proprioception of joint position,
and muscle activation (Giuliani et al., 2009). During dynamic sports specific
movements, the ACL is strained with an anterior tibial force, tibiofemoral compression,
and combined knee-abduction and knee internal-rotation moments. Combined
movements, such as internal rotation and abduction, have been shown to increase the
strain to levels close to the tissues rupture points (Shin et al., 2011).
The ACL is responsible primarily for limiting anterior tibial translation of the
tibia on the femur, external rotation of the tibia on the femur, hyperextension of the
tibiofemoral joint, and has a large role in stability of the knee (Markatos et al., 2013;
Starkey & Brown, 2015). The ACL is on average 38 mm in length and 11 mm in width
(Lebrun, 2013). It inserts on the anteromedial intercondylar eminence of the tibia, and is
lateral to the anterior tip of the medial intercondylar tubercle, with about half of the
ligament attached anteriorly on the posterior edge of the anterior horn of the meniscus
and originates on the medial wall of the lateral femoral condyle (Starkey & Brown,
2015, Noyes & Barber-Westin, 2012c). There are two segments to the ACL: the
6

anteromedial bundle and the posterolateral bundle. There have been statements that two
separate segments of the ACL are an “oversimplification” of complex fibres within the
ACL and that all of the fibres in the ACL share loads across the ligament as the knee is
placed in different positions throughout different stresses and range of motion (Hefzy et
al., 1989, Noyes & Barber-Westin, 2009; Sidles et al., 1988). Different portions of the
ACL become taut as the knee moves throughout its range of motion. The ACL is most
taut during internal rotation and knee extension, between 0 and 30 degrees of flexion
when the quadriceps group is activated and anteriorly translate the tibia, and with either
varus or valgus forces acting on the knee (Hefzy et al., 1989; Noyes & Barber-Westin,
2009; Sidles et al., 1988).

Figure 2.1. Anterior (left) and posterior (right) view of the bony anatomy and ligamentous structures of
the knee. Retrieved from: Gray (1918).

2.1.2 Muscles acting on the knee:
There is little bony support at the knee, leading to a heavy reliance on the soft
tissues as support. The knee is most stable when the knee is weight bearing (Starkey &
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Brown, 2015). The three largest muscle groups in the lower extremity include the
quadriceps, hamstrings, and the gastrocnemius and soleus. The quadriceps muscle group
consists of the rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius and
rectus femoris. The quadriceps are responsible for extension of the knee, and further, the
rectus femoris is a two joint muscle which is also responsible for hip flexion. The vastus
medialis oblique is responsible for guiding the patella medially (Starkey & Brown,
2015).
The hamstring group is responsible for flexion of the knee and extension of the
hip and include the semitendinosus, semimembranosus, and biceps femoris. They
decrease anterior shear forces that stress the ACL when the knee is flexed further than
20 degrees (Malinzak et al., 2001). Further, the biceps femoris externally rotates the
tibia and is counteractive to varus forces, and attaches to the iliotibial band, Gerdy’s
tubercle and the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) and posterolateral capsule. While the
semimembranosus and the semitendinosus work together to internally rotate the tibia.
The semitendinosus is often used as a graft for when a patient undergoes ACL
reconstruction surgery because function is normal with the semimembranosus intact
(Malinzak et al., 2001; Starkey & Brown, 2015). The hamstrings are synergists to the
ACL ligament and are recruited when the ACL becomes excessively loaded and in need
of secondary restraint, showing they have an important role in decreasing the amount of
stress place on the ACL (Solomonow et al., 1989).
The popliteus provides dynamic and static stabilization at the knee, resists
posterior tibial translation, static external tibia rotation, dynamic internal tibial rotation,
and protects against varus forces. Open kinetic chain movements cause internal rotation
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of tibia on femur and closed kinetic chain movements externally rotate the femur on the
tibia by “unscrewing” the knee from locked position from full extension. The popliteus
also assists in protection from posterior tibial displacement, and an injury to this muscle
weakens the entire posterolateral corner complex (Starkey & Brown, 2015).
Attaching medially on the knee at the Pes Anserine, is the Pes Anserine group of
muscles, the gracilis, sartorius, semitendinosus. They provide flexion of the knee,
internal rotation when the foot is not planted, and external rotation of the femur on a
fixed tibia when the foot is planted. They assist in flexion, external rotation, and
abduction of the hip (Starkey & Brown, 2015).
The iliotibial band (IT band) is an extension of the tensor fasciae latae muscle
(originates on the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS)) and facia of the gluteus maximus.
The IT band inserts on Gerdy’s tubercle lateral on the tibia and attaches to the lateral
patellar retinaculum and biceps femoris tendons. Deep fibres of the IT band attach to the
lateral joint capsule of the knee and function as an anterolateral knee ligament. They
have a role in the stability of the knee as well as some pathologies of the patellofemoral
area. The placement of the IT band can vary depending on the position of the knee. The
IT band is one of the secondary restraints to anterior tibial translation (Starkey &
Brown, 2015).
The superficial gastrocnemius and the deeper soleus muscle, along with the
Achilles tendon (which forms from the fusion of the aponeurosis of both the
gastrocnemius and soleus), are known as the triceps surae muscle complex. The
gastrocnemius originates from the posterior aspects of the medial and lateral femoral
condyles and inserts posteriorly to the aponeurosis. The soleus muscle originates from
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the posterior aspects of the tibia and fibula and inserts anteriorly to the aponeurosis. The
aponeurosis narrows gradually from the gastrocnemius and fuses with the soleus to form
the calcaneal (Achilles) tendon, which attaches to the posterior aspect of the calcaneus
of the foot. The gastrocnemius, along with the soleus plantar flexes the foot at the
talocrural joint of the ankle. The triceps surae muscle complex is the primary plantar
flexors of the foot. Since the gastrocnemius muscle crosses two joints (the ankle and the
knee), it also provides flexion at the knee.
2.1.3 Kinetic Chain

When considering the lower extremity, it is also important to consider the hip
and ankle joints because the knee acts as a link in the kinetic chain between the hip and
ankle joints of the lower extremity. Structures surrounding the knee may also be at fault
for the altered loading because all the joints are interdependent with one another. As the
body moves, or whether the body is weight bearing or not, different structures are
responsible for working together to stabilize the knee (Noyes & Barber-Westin, 2012c).
2.2 Biomechanical Factors of ACL Injury

2.2.1 Mechanism of Injury
Mechanisms of injury to the ACL are multifactorial (Bahr & Holme, 2003).
There is a large range of research looking at different mechanisms of injury, including
clinical studies, studies on cadavers, in vitro studies, interviews, motion analyses, video
analyses, injuries during biomechanical experiments, and mathematical modeling
(Krosshaug et al., 2005). Broad mechanisms of injury described in the research include
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non-contact and contact injury, although the exact definition of what constitutes as an
injury mechanism is not well defined (Arendt & Dick, 1995). During sports specific
movements such as cutting, pivoting, jumping, running, and landing, the stability of the
knee is assisted by a combination of neuromuscular timing, and active muscle
contraction. Any alterations in the biomechanical or muscular control of the knee
increases the risk of injuring the ACL (Nessler et al., 2017).
According to Kramer (2010) there are four different mechanisms of injury to the
ACL, including non-contact perturbated (where a perturbation results in an internal or
external influence and disrupts the movement pattern of an individual suddenly), total
non-contact (often results from a rapid change in direction, or an awkward landing from
a jump), contact, (where a high external force displaces the knee), and phantom foot (a
mechanism specific to alpine skiing athletes where the ski acts as a lever to the foot, and
includes the athlete falling backward following a landing from jump with the hips below
the knees leading to anterior tibial translation from a hard contraction of the quadriceps).
Krosshaug and Bahr, (2010) found a wide description of different mechanisms of
injury described in the research. They summarized their findings in a textbook by
Kramer, (2010) and suggested injury mechanisms be grouped into the four categories
listed below:
1) Playing situation - including sport specific situations such as blocking a shot,
attacking or defensive situations, position, etc.
2) Player and opponent behaviour - including handling the ball, the specific skill
being performed, opponent interaction (pushing, knocking off balance, etc.), or
attention.
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3) Gross biomechanical description - including kinematics and kinetics (centre of
mass, rotation, forces), and are often static characteristics, and include whole
body descriptions.
4) Detailed biomechanical descriptions - including joint kinematics and kinetics
(angles, translations velocities, moments, and forces over a period of time).

Sport specific analysis during practices and competition is needed to further
evaluate specific mechanisms of injury. To have success in ACL injury prevention
programs, training stimuli should account for sport-specific demands, mechanism of
injury, and biomechanical profiles of the athletes participating (Taylor et al., 2018). It is
not clear whether one biomechanical factor may lead to a reduction in the risk of ACL
injury, or whether a multitude of biomechanical, and neuromuscular factors are needed
(Hewett et al., 2005).
Non-contact ACL injury are reported to be the most common MOI, although
there are varying degrees of what is considered a non-contact ACL injury. Non-contact
injuries often occur in a deceleration phase following an off-balance or awkward
landing, a sudden stop, or a change of direction (Renstrom et al., 2008). This type of
mechanism often leads to a landing close to full knee extension and higher than normal
valgus moments at the knee and the hip where the tibia may rotate on the femur
(Renstrom et al., 2008). This mechanism of injury is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Dynamic valgus of the knee where the distal femur moves toward while the distal tibia moves
away from the midline of the body and is commonly associated with a mechanism of injury to the ACL.
Retrieved from: Hewett et al. (2005).

2.2.2 Inferring ACL Injury Risk from Motion Patterns

The use of three-dimensional dynamic musculoskeletal models has allowed
researchers to use kinematic and kinetic data from in vivo testing for computer
simulations and musculoskeletal modeling allowing for visualization of patient specific
anatomy and movement patterns. This includes kinematic structures of participants
including position, orientation and axis, inertial properties such as moments of inertia
and segment masses and centres, as well as body control mechanisms of the patient
(Fregly et al., 2008). Kinetic and kinematic data on mechanics that may increase the risk
of an ACL injury, especially in females, has been popular in biomechanical research
studies, and an injury to the ACL has been said to be associated with abnormal loading
patterns at the knee. Females seem to be most at risk because of the tendency to “land a
jump, cut, and pivot with less knee and hip flexion, increased knee valgus, increased
13

internal rotation of the hip, increased external rotation of the tibia, less knee joint
stiffness, and high quadriceps activity relative to hamstring activity” (Krosshaug &
Bahr, 2010, p. 153) and show an imbalance in muscular strength, flexibility and
coordination between lower extremity and leg dominance (Krosshaug & Bahr, 2010).
Factors associated with an increased risk of ACL injury in females include genetics,
climate, footwear, or playing surfaces, anatomical, hormonal, neuromuscular or
biomechanical factors, and fatigue of an individual (Sigward & Pollard, 2012).
Current research suggests when athletes perform jumping, landing, cutting, and
pivoting techniques they should be encouraged to avoid positions with excessive valgus
forces (Boden et al., 2000; Hewett et al., 2005; Malinzak et al., 2001; Nessler et al.,
2017). Specific neuromuscular training may decrease high valgus forces by teaching the
athletes to land without high valgus loads (Hewett et al., 2005). Cadaveric and in vitro
studies on what places the highest stress on the ACL have helped to understand which
positions place the highest stress on the ligament (Hewett, 2005; Kanamori et al., 2000;
Fukuda et al., 2003). These studies have linked valgus loading and increased strain on
the ACL. Valgus torques at the knee may increase anterior translation of the tibia as well
as loading on the ACL by several-fold (Fukuda et al., 2003). According to Hewett et al.
(2005) sagittal plane variables including knee flexion and hip and knee
flexion/extension moments are not a significant predictor of ACL injury potential.
Differences in neuromuscular control strategies and altered knee motion patterns
between males and females are related increased loading forces on the ACL in females
during the landing phase of jumping and ultimately increase their risk of ACL injury.
Some of the differences in strategies have been related to hamstring to quadriceps
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strength ratio differences, higher valgus landing forces, and different landing patterns
(Chappell et al., 2002; Malinzak et al., 2001). Female recreational athletes were found to
have an increased proximal tibial anterior shear force in comparison to males during
landing in stop-jumping tasks, possibly increasing their risk of ACL strain during these
movements (Chappell et al., 2002). These researchers compared differences in knee
kinetics between male and female recreational athletes in stop-jumping tasks (jumping
backward, jumping vertically, and jumping forward). They also found increased valgus
forces at the knee in females in comparison to males (p < 0.01) where males showed
varus moments during the landing phases of a vertical and backward jump. Females also
showed increases in anterior shear forces during the landing phase in comparison to
males in all jumping tasks they performed (p < 0.001).
Hewett et al. (2005) analysed the biomechanics of the lower limb during
different sporting movements in female adolescent athletes (soccer, basketball, and
volleyball) throughout a full season (13 months) to determine injury rates and who
suffered non-contact ACL injuries during the season. They found a significant
difference in their ACL-injured vs. uninjured groups during a vertical drop jump task for
both the initial ground contact and at maximum displacement. The injured group had
more knee abduction during initial contact and at maximum displacement (p < 0.01)
compared to the uninjured group. Knee flexion angles were found to be 10.5-degrees
less in the injured than non-injured groups (p < 0.05) and vertical ground reaction force
was higher in the injured group (p < 0.05). They found a larger difference in knee
abduction moments between limbs in the ACL injured group in comparison to the
uninjured group (p < 0.001). Through linear regression analysis, they found knee
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abduction moments and angles (at initial contact and peak values) were a significant
predictor of ACL injury status (p < 0.001) and knee abduction moments were found to
have a sensitivity of 78 percent and a specificity of 73 percent in predicting ACL injury
status in their report. Lastly, they found a predictive r2 value of 0.88 when using linear
regression analysis on knee abduction angles, knee abduction moments, and
contralateral limb differences. Knee flexion angles, and hip and knee flexion and
extension moments were not found to be significant predictors of peak landing forces in
their study.
Dominant quadricep activation in the landing phase is said to be higher among
female athletes as opposed to males (Hewett et al., 2005). In a review of mechanisms of
injury of 100 ACL injuries, hamstring flexibility parameters showed a statistically
higher level of laxity in injured compared to a control group (Boden et al, 2000). A more
balanced hamstring to quadricep activation ratio is a suggested protective mechanism
against ACL strain limiting excessive anterior translation of the tibia and knee abduction
angles (Hewett et al., 2005; Boden et al., 2000). Increased quadriceps muscle force, and
decreased hamstring activation was found to be higher in females (Hewett et al., 2005;
Kanamori et al., 2000). Malinzak et al. (2001) found differences in knee motion patterns
between males and females where the flexion-extension motions, valgus to varus motion
and normalized quadriceps IEMG and hamstring IEMG patterns were different between
males and females (p < 0.001) where the knee flexion angle was lower for females,
females had higher valgus movements (p < 0.001) while males were in more varus.
Females showed higher quadriceps activation and lower hamstring activation (p =
0.001).
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2.2.3 Methods to decrease ACL Injury Risk
Training programs have shown to reduce the risk of ACL injury in female
athletes (Tanaka et al., 2020, Noyes & Barber-Westin, 2012a). There is a need for a
consistent screening process that may identify athletes at risk of ACL injury in order to
place these athletes in specific training programs aimed at reducing these risk factors for
injury (Hewett et al., 2005). Neuromuscular training has shown potential to reduce risk
of ACL injuries in females (Hewett et al., 2005), although more research is needed on
their potential impact. If training programs could be specifically designed for high risk
individuals that were previously found to have neuromuscular control deficits at the
appropriate ages and development stages, they could have high potential for success
(Hewett et al., 2005). For this to happen, an accepted screening process is needed that
measures dynamic neuromuscular control parameters before participation in high-risk
sporting activities. These parameters should be directly related to ACL injury risk, thus
making it possible to identify those at risk and leading to more individualised and
specific training regimens, according to Hewett et al. (2005). A number of studies exist
looking at possible implications of these screening processes trying to make a link
between high risk movement patterns and injury (Hewett et al., 2005).
The first training program aimed at preventing knee ligament injuries was
designed in 1995 by Ettlinger et al. (1995). Following this program, there has been a
plethora of research in the area as well as research focused on whether these programs
are effective at reducing the risks of injury. Some of the factors these researchers have
investigated include improving kinematics and kinetics in the lower extremity, and their
effect on enhancing performance. There are no clear guidelines on which type of
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program is most beneficial or the gold standard in lowering the risk to ACL injury, and
there are several different guidelines within these studies. Differences in the frequency,
intensity, and duration of the exercises in the programs exist and when or how these
programs should be implemented, such as during the preseason, offseason, during
season, or as a warmup prior to sessions of training or competition. Compliance of the
athletes in the programs have also had an effect on the success of the training program
(Sugimoto et al., 2012). Authors have also looked at the optimal age for implication of
these programs, and it has been noted that early implementation in prepubescent females
is recommended because of high rates of injury in young females and the developmental
stage they are in (Sugimoto et al., 2015). Intervention studies have ranged from
adolescent females up to collegiate athletes and have been implemented on athletes
competing in a variety of sports. Noyes and Barber-Westin, (2014), performed a
systematic review of the existing neuromuscular training programs available and
provided a list of programs that significantly reduced the risk of ACL injuries based on
athlete exposures. They found three neuromuscular training intervention programs
significantly reduced the risk of non-contact ACL injury incidence rates (per 1000
exposures) in female athletes. A summary of these programs is provided in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Neuromuscular training programs aimed at reducing the risk of ACL injury summarized in
Noyes and Barber-Westin (2014). The training programs provided in this table were found to have
significantly decreased ACL injury rates between the controls and the athletes in these studies.

2.4 Measurement of Human Motion
Kinematic and kinetic measurements are used both in the clinic, and in the
laboratory by researchers for quantifying normal and pathological measures of human
movement (Cuesta-Vargas et al., 2010). Assessment of different movement patterns
performed during functional activities often performed during sporting activities is
important in both musculoskeletal prevention of injury and rehabilitation following
injury. Evaluation of joints in multiple planes of motion are difficult to assess accurately
without a specific measurement tool able to assess an individual performing functional
tasks at a high speed. Measurement tools often used in the clinic are usually simple and
quick, although their measurements do not provide a detailed quantitative threedimensional measurement. Measurement strategies used in the laboratory are expensive
and complex but can create three-dimensional musculoskeletal models of participants in
human motion. The gold standard for measurement is video based and optoelectronic
measurements of human motion. These systems utilize retro-reflective markers along
with multiple optoelectronic cameras to track 3D motion patterns, but have the
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disadvantage of being time consuming and limited to “line-of-sight difficulties” (CuestaVargas et al., 2010, p. 462), are non-portable, require length calibration and a specific
level of technical expertise (Al-Amri et al., 2018; Cuesta-Vargas et al., 2010).
Advancements in technology from fields in aerospace, industrial and robotic
engineering have allowed researchers the ability to use “small low-powered
electromechanical sensors using accelerometers, magnetometers and gyroscopes to
bridge the gap between large laboratory systems and clinical systems” (Cuesta-Vargas et
al., 2010, p. 463) allowing for quick, dynamic three-dimensional motion analysis
without the restrictions from video based and optoelectronic measurements. Commercial
inertial measurement units (IMU’s) are becoming increasingly available from different
companies worldwide including companies such as Xsens Technologies (The
Netherlands), Shimmer Sensing (Ireland), BioSyn Systems (Canada), I Measure U (New
Zealand), and APDM Wearable Technologies (United States; Al-Amri et al., 2018).
The accuracy of the Xsens MVN BIOMECH system used in this research study
has been evaluated in a few different research studies. One study by Zhang et al. (2013)
compared the joint angles from the MVN BIOMECH software against an Optotrak
camera-based motion analysis system during walking and stair climbing tasks. These
comparisons were performed by individuals experienced with the equipment. They
looked at measurements at the hip, knee and ankle and found joint angle estimation error
grand mean (averaged across all the 100 frames in the trial) of the Xsens to be a range
from 1.38 degrees to 6.69 degrees and a coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC) value
of 0.96 or higher in flexion/extension waveforms and a range of 0.5 – 0.85 for rotational
waveforms. CMC values were quantified based on previous studies mentioned in Ferrari
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et al. (2010) with 0.65 – 0.75 as moderate, 0.75 – 0.84 rated as good, 0.85 – 0.94 as very
good, and 0.95 as excellent (Garofalo et al., 2009; Kadaba et al., 1989; Yavuzer et al.,
2008). A wider range for the rotational angle measurements were attributed to variation
of anatomical frames between Xsens MVN BIOMECH and the Optotrak system. They
concluded that caution should be emphasized when directly comparing
adduction/abduction and internal/external rotation angles from the Xsens MVN
BIOMECH system with any camera-based systems/protocols (Zhang et al., 2013).
Ferrari et al. (2010) evaluated a protocol named “Outwalk” which had been
proposed as a measure of lower limb kinematics during gait through inertial and
magnetic measurement systems or IMMS. They aimed to validate the Outwalk in four
healthy subjects using the Xsens as an IMMS compared to a reference protocol
calibrated anatomical system technique (CAST) with an optoelectrical motion capture
system, the Vicon (Oxford Metrics Group, UK). They looked at differences in joint
kinematics, accuracy of the hardware, and summation of the differences and hardware
accuracy in the protocols in the Outwalk with the Xsens and the CAST with the Vicon.
For differences in kinematics, they found when the offset between waveforms for each
protocol were accounted for, CMC values were 0.9 and above for all joint angles, with
sagittal plane joint angles greater than 0.98, and frontal plane joint angles in the very
good to excellent ranges (0.85 - < 0.95). For the accuracy of the hardware, they found
some differences in ROM between the Xsens and the Vicon due to sudden changes from
high to low acceleration, although stated Xsens reported to have fixed the issue in
firmware version 2.3.5. Lastly, they found both protocols with the subsequent hardware
could be interchanged for hip knee and ankle flexion/extension, and hip
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abduction/adduction (CMC > 0.88). All other joint angles were found to be
interchangeable with a CMC > 0.85. They concluded that the Xsens and the Vicon
systems could be used interchangeably for the purpose of the Outwalk protocol.
Lachaine et al. (2017) compared whole body kinematics in 12 participants
simultaneously between a full body Xsens system and an Optotrak system cluster fixed
on each inertial measurement unity (IMU). They compared short functional movements
and long manual material handling tasks and compared the differences in joint angles
between systems and compared three different conditions: error due to technology
(Optotrak model ISB vs Xsens model ISB), differences due to biomechanical modeling
(Xsens model International Society of Biomechanics recommendations of landmarks
during a standing static neutral pose versus Xsens model MVN standing static T-Pose),
and the total differences between the Optotrak model ISB and Xsens model MVN. They
found a difference in root mean square error between 3.1 degrees and 7.5 degrees in
joint angles at the hip knee and ankle with a range of CMC values between 0.75 – 0.97.
In a systematic review by Cuesta-Vargas et al. (2010), they reviewed existing
literature comparing the reliability and validity between traditional gold standards for
measurements of human motion with inertial sensors. For their study, they accepted an
error less than 2 degrees in range of motion to be reliable and not influence data
interpretation. Errors between 2 and 5 degrees were said to be acceptable, but may
require explanation of data interpretation, and errors of greater than 5 degrees were said
to raise concerns and could influence data interpretation. Most of the studies they
reviewed had between 2 and 5 degrees of error, with thoracic and lumbar trunk to have
the highest error. Some of the studies still reported less than 2 degrees of error
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suggesting a lower error is still possible with experience in landmark specific markers
and accurate placement of sensors. The researchers concluded that inertial sensors were
still a viable option for measurements both inside and outside of the laboratory. These
sensors are able to measure without the line of sight difficulties or metallic disturbed
associated with other systems, although more research is needed on task specific
measurement outcomes outside of the laboratory environment on the reliability and
validity of the data (Cuesta-Vargas et al., 2010).
One measurement tool that uses the technology, as described in the systematic
review by Cuesta-Vargas et al. (2010), is the Xsens MVN inertial motion capture
system. The Xsens system consists of small wireless inertial sensors that communicate
wirelessly using measurement system algorithms that calculate joint angles, centre of
mass, segment positions and information, and calibrated sensor data (Xsens
Technologies, 2018). The MTw (Xsens completely wireless Inertial and Magnetic
Measurement Unit) Motion trackers are small inertial measurement units that include
“3D rate gyroscopes measuring angular velocities, 3D linear accelerometers measuring
accelerations including gravitational acceleration, 3D magnetometers measuring the
(earth) magnetic field, and a barometer to enable measurement of atmospheric pressure”
(Xsens Technologies, 2018, p. 13). The sensors’ Xsens algorithms in combination with
the 3D orientation allow communication between multiple units within a wireless
network allowing joint angles to be measured accurately (Xsens Technologies, 2018).
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Validity and Reliability
The researchers Al-Amri et al. (2018) compared reliability and validity of the
Xsens to the gold standard for motion capture systems, the Vicon motion capture system
during three functional activities (overground walking, squatting, and jumping) that are
commonly evaluated in a clinical setting. Validity was measured using the coefficient of
multiple correlation and the linear fit method, while the reliability was measured using
an intraclass correlation coefficient and standard error of measurement. An experienced
physiotherapist was compared to an experienced scientist in motion capture systems. It
was found that the between and within rater reliability with the Xsens MVN for of
sagittal plane joint angles at the hip, knee, and ankle to be high with an ICC between 0.6
and 0.95. They found the Vicon and MVN BIOMECH to have an excellent CMC value
of 0.9 at all three joints in the sagittal plane, but they did not report a CMC value for
other planes. They reported R2 values between the Vicon and MVN BIOMECH as
excellent (R2 > 0.8) for sagittal plane angles across all joints and activities, and fair to
good similarity (R2 0.4 – 0.8) for the transverse and frontal plane angles for all joints
during the squat and jump and knee joint during walking. The similarity for the
transverse plane hip (R2 ~0.2 – 0.5) and ankle (R2 ~0.1- 0.6) joint angles during walking
and frontal plane ankle angle (R2 ~0.1-0.7) during walking were rated as poor. It was
concluded that the validity of the Xsens MVN kinematic data was similar to the Vicon
when used clinically, but only during sagittal plane movements.
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2.5 Functional Assessment for ACL Injury Risk
Females are most at risk for ACL injury because decreased hip and knee
flexion, more quadriceps activation and greater knee valgus when compared to males
(Powers, 2010). Valgus is said to occur more often in females because of a decrease in
hip musculature strength (Claiborne et al., 2006; Hollman et al., 2009; Jacobs et al.,
2007). Measurement tasks used in the research vary, but currently available technologies
allow researchers to examine lower extremity kinematics linked to specific sporting
movements confidently. Although, correlation between 3D biomechanical measures to
2D measurements may be necessary for implementation of screening programs on a
larger scale and in a clinical setting outside of laboratories with an abundance of
equipment. There are no current screening regimens for acknowledging athletes at risk
of injury that have been widely accepted, although assessment of valgus forces or
movement pattern with dynamic landing tasks may be beneficial (Powers, 2010). Tasks
that may be possible for measurement outside of a laboratory setting include a dynamic
single leg landing task and double leg jump landing tasks. Research assessing ACL
injury risk most commonly uses various landing maneuvers the replicate high-risk
scenarios that often are linked to ACL injuries (Lepley & Kuenze, 2018). Abnormal
joint loading in the frontal plane of the knee has been related to ACL injury and specific
movement patterns that place an individual at risk of injury include decreased flexion,
excessive abduction, excessive internal rotation angles at the knee and reduced flexion,
excessive adduction and internal rotation angles at the hip (Powers, 2010).
Although differences in landing biomechanics between trained and untrained
individuals do not directly supply evidence for risk factors of future injury, it is an initial
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step in identifying specific patterns that may influence future injury. Both single leg
landing tasks and bilateral drop landing have been widely used for different testing
protocols for lower extremity injury risk (Earl et al., 2007). Earl et al. (2007) concluded
that single leg landing tasks are beneficial for evaluating control of the hip in the frontal
and transverse planes, while a drop jump task is beneficial when looking for excess knee
abduction or valgus movements at the knee for injury risk. Lower extremity alignment
has been associated with insufficient hip strength and related to knee valgus (Hollman et
al., 2009). Mechanisms of injury are multiplanar, but decreased knee flexion angles and
internal knee extension moments during ground contact have been associated with ACL
injury risk (Paterno et al 2010; Yu et al., 2006). Strain on the ACL is said to be the most
at knee flexion angles less than 30 degrees and often occurs before peak knee flexion
during a landing task (Lisee et al., 2019). Poor neuromuscular control at the hip and
trunk have been associated with lower extremity injuries and individuals that have weak
hip abduction and external rotation at the hip have been associated with ACL injury risk
(Hollman et al., 2009; Ireland et al., 2003; Powers, 2010).
The single leg step test has been used as a measurement tool in literature
(Hollman et al., 2009; Arendt & Dick, 1995; Renstrom et al., 2008b). Poor muscular
control in the transverse or frontal planes at the hip during single leg weight bearing
motions are suggested as a connection to femoral adduction and internal rotation (knee
valgus), internal rotation at the tibia and pronation at the foot, and may be associated
with lower extremity injury (Hollman et al., 2009). Single-leg step-down tasks are often
used for evaluation of potential injury risk to an individual because they are easy to
observe by a clinician and they require strength and neuromuscular control of the lower
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extremity. Abnormal or poor biomechanics during this task have been related to a pelvic
drop, hip adduction and internal rotation, knee abduction (valgus) and pronation of the
foot. (Arendt & Dick, 1995; Renstrom et al., 2008b). The hip muscles are needed to
stabilise the pelvis and lower body extremity to counteract external hip adduction
moments created from body weight (Earl et al., 2007; Perry & Davids, 1992). In a
research study by Earl et al. (2007), they found a step down task to produce greater
rearfoot eversion and hip adduction and less knee flexion, and greater hip internal
rotation in females when comparing a drop jump task to a single leg step down.
The drop jump or drop landing is a bilateral task where a participant is required
to absorb the landing impact forces before they perform a maximal output vertical jump
(Pollard et al., 2010). This task is a higher-speed task that would be more easily
evaluated using a camera or motion capture system. Pollard et al. (2010) reported higher
knee valgus angles and moments, lower hip extensor moments, and less energy
absorption in females who demonstrated greater frontal plane loading at the knee during
a deceleration of a drop jump task, compared to those who relied more on hip extensors.
They suggested those who did not adequately activate their hip extensors rely more on
the quadriceps and ligaments in the frontal plane to absorb impact forces (Powers,
2010). A single leg landing task (single-leg step-down) and two double leg landing tasks
(drop landing and drop jump) were chosen for this research study, because they are
widely used in the research, and because of their ease of implication clinically.
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Chapter 3: Methods
3.1 Participants
Fourteen female university student non-athletes (24.0 +/- 2.4 years old, 164.5 +/6.9 cm, 64.6 +/- 13.4 kg) and twelve female university student athletes (20.3 +/- 1.8
years old, 167.2 +/- 6.9 cm, 65.5 +/- 6.4 kg) were recruited from the student population
at the University of New Brunswick (UNB) and St. Thomas University (STU) in
Fredericton, New Brunswick. There were no differences in height and weight between
groups, although the athlete group was significantly younger than the non-athlete group
(p < 0.001). Dominant limbs were determined by asking the participant which limb they
would use to kick a ball (with the kicking leg as the dominant limb) and all participants
were determined to be right-leg dominant apart from one non-athlete participant who
was left-leg dominant

Table 3.1. Age (years), height (metres), and weight (kilograms) of all participants.

Age (yrs.), M ± SD
Height (m), M ± SD
Weight (kg), M ± SD

Athletes (N = 12)
20.3 ± 1.8
167.2 ± 6.9
65.5 ± 6.4

Non-Athletes (N = 14)
24.0 ± 2.4
164.5 ± 6.9
64.6 ± 13.4

Total (N = 26)
22.3 ± 2.8
166.2 ± 6.7
65.5 ± 10.4

3.1.1 Participant Recruitment
University student athletes were recruited via word of mouth from the UNB
campus within the kinesiology faculty and the Canadian Sport Centre Atlantic (CSCA)
Centre/UNB High Performance Centre, and from STU through the UNB CSCA/UNB
High Performance Centre. Athletes were varsity athletes or national team athletes
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training at the CSCA/UNB centre from various sports (basketball, soccer, volleyball,
karate, and hockey). Non-athletes were recruited via word of mouth from both the UNB
and STU campuses in Fredericton, NB. UNB and STU students were recruited within
the kinesiology, science, and education faculties. All participants volunteered for
participation in the study and were provided with an information letter and informed
consent previously approved by the University of New Brunswick Research Ethics
Board (REB), on file as “REB #2019- 037,” prior to data collection. All participants also
completed a “Get Active Questionnaire (GAQ)” from the Canadian Society for Exercise
Physiology (CSEP; Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, 2017) to determine if the
participants were able to participate in activity (Appendix I).
3.1.2 Participant Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
To be eligible, all participants had to be free of lower extremity injuries or
surgeries, balance impairments, or spinal injuries in the past two years, and no history of
major hip, knee, or ankle injuries. Athletes were either university student athletes
competing in university sport through U Sports or competing in sport at a national level
and training at the CSCA Centre on the UNB campus. Non-Athletes had no history of
organised university, provincial, or national level sport training, and no history of
neuromuscular training from a strength coach.
3.2 Procedures
Participants reported to the Kinesiology student laboratory at UNB to complete
all biomechanical testing. Participants were instructed to wear athletic clothing (shorts
or leggings, and their own athletic sneakers) and were provided a spandex t-shirt
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manufactured by Xsens (Xsens Technologies, The Netherlands). Following completion
of the questionnaires, 15 inertial measurement sensors were placed on the participants
head (via Velcro and pocket on Xsens manufactured headband as shown in Figure 3.1),
sternum, and sacrum, and bilaterally on the shoulders, upper arms, forearms, midthighs,
mid calves, using the Xsens manufactured Velcro straps, and mid forefoot via adhesive
tape to the participants choice of athletic shoes (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.1. Xsens MVN accessory headband for placing the motion tracker on the head. Retrieved from:
Xsens MVN User Manual, Xsens Technologies (2020).

Figure 3.2. Xsens MVN Awinda straps as placed on participants. Retrieved from: Xsens MVN User
Manual, Xsens Technologies (2020).

The Xsens MVN version 2019.0.0 recommended calibration process with a
neutral pose was followed to determine the participants neutral alignment and to
anatomically define each body segment. Individual measurements of each subject’s foot
length and height were performed manually using a measuring tape and manual
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stadiometer respectively. The Xsens MVN version 2019.0.0 software was used for
motion capture, with sampling rates set to 60 Hz. Two Kistler Portable Force Plates
sampled at 1200 Hz were used to measure vertical ground reaction forces for indication
of take-off and landing times and maximum vertical ground reaction forces for
kinematic analyses. One force plate was placed on the top of the box where the
participants took off from, and the second force plate was placed at the bottom of the
box where the participants would land following a drop jump or step-down. The
instruments were synchronised prior to execution of the tasks. An example of the set-up
for the force plates is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. A representation of the force plate set-up on the 40.5 cm box. Participants began all tasks on
the upper-level force plate.

Prior to performing the tasks, participants were allowed a familiarization period
where the investigator explained, and demonstrated if needed, the drop jump and single
leg step-down techniques. Participants performed a maximum of three practice jumps
off the 40.5 cm box with a force plate placed above (on) and below the box for
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participants to land on with both feet. Corrections on tasks were provided when needed
by the principal investigator and consisted of telling the participants to “step down as
slowly and controlled as you can” for the single leg step down, and to “drop down and
jump as high and fast as you can” for the drop jump. No corrections in body mechanics
or technique were provided. Three different jumping tasks were executed including a
single-leg step-down (SLT), a drop jump (DJ), and a drop landing (DL). The order of all
landing tasks, and the trial numbers were randomized using Microsoft Excel version
16.41 (20091302) unique to each participant.
Single- Leg Step-Down
The participant began with both feet shoulder width apart placed on top of the
upper force plate on the box. They proceeded to slowly step down to the bottom level
force plate beneath the box as controlled as possible. Both the right and left leg step
downs were performed. A right leg touch-down was when the participant began the step
down with the right leg, while the left leg touch-down was the opposite. Participants
were instructed to remain on the lower-level force plate following touch down, for the
remainder of the 10 second trial. An example of the beginning of a SLT task is shown in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. A representation of the beginning of a single leg step-down task (SLT) off the 40.5 cm box.

Drop Landing
For the double-leg DL task, participants began with feet shoulder width apart on
the upper-level force plate. They performed a drop jump down aiming to land in the
centre of the lower-level force plate with both feet simultaneously and were to remain
on the force plate following landing, for the remainder of the 10 second trial. A
representation of the beginning of a DL and DJ is provided in Figure 3.5.
Drop Jump
During the drop jump, participants began on the upper-level force plate with feet
shoulder width apart. Participants were instructed to drop jump down aiming to land on
the centre of the bottom force plate on both feet simultaneously, and immediately
perform a maximal vertical jump. Participants were asked to jump as high as they could
straight into the air landing back on the lower-level force plate with both feet. The initial
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landing and following take off were used for the purpose of the analysis and the
secondary jump landing was not analyzed.

Figure 3.5. A representation of the beginning of a drop landing (DL) and drop jump (DJ) task off the 40.5
cm box.

If participants had lost their balance by falling off the force plates, taking an
extra step forward or backwards, or fell back using their hands as balance, during any
trial, the trial was discarded and was performed again. All tasks were performed for
three trials with both the trials and the tasks placed in a random order. Participants were
able to rest for one minute between each jump.
3.3 Data Analysis

Drop Landing and Drop Jump
The frame where the participant contacted the bottom force plate was found by
determining the frame where the vertical force on the plate exceeded 15 N. The
minimum vertical position of the centre of mass (COM) was determined within 1.5
34

seconds (or 90 frames) after the initial contact (landing). This position was used as the
minimum COM (minCOM). COM was determined using the anthropometric model
provided by the Xsens software. A visual representation of the landing phase timepoints is shown in Figure 3.6.

Vertical Force > 15 N

1.5 seconds (90 frames)

Figure 3.6. Landing phase time-points for the Drop Jump task. The time points used for data analysis
included the Initial Contact > 15 N time-point (frame where vertical force > 15 N) and the minCOM timepoint (minCOM within 1.5 seconds or 90 frames after initial ground contact). Drop Landing analysis
ended at minCOM.

For the drop landing, 3D joint angles for the hip, knee and ankle were
determined over the period from initial contact during landing to minCOM. Joint angles
were statistically compared at landing and minCOM (refer to statistical analysis
section). MinCOM was found by determining when sagittal joint velocity was zero.
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For drop jumps, landing frames and minCOM were determined in the same
manner as the drop landings. Take-off frames (the point where the participant “took off”
for the countermovement jump following landing) were determined by finding the frame
when the vertical force on the lower force plate returned to a threshold below 15 N.
Following the take-off, ground contact time was also determined by using the following
equation:
1

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = (𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 ∗ (60))
Jump height was determined in metres by finding the maximum vertical height of the
COM and subtracting a frame where the participant had been standing upright on the
force plate. Time in the air was determined by subtracting the frame where the
participant landed from the drop jump and when they took off for the countermovement
jump. The Reactive Strength Index (RSI) was determined using the following formula
similar to the one used by (Khuu et al., 2015):
𝑅𝑆𝐼 =

𝐽𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

The minimum distance between the right and left knees, and right and left ankles, were
determined using the Xsens while the participants were on the lower force plate between
the landing and the take-off.
Single-Leg Step-Down
The frame where the participants foot (right or left) left the top force plate was
determined when the foot was lifted by one centimetre and was determined using the
Xsens. The frame where the lead foot contacted the lower force plate by determining
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when the vertical force exceeded 15 N. The length of time the participant took (trial
time) to perform the task was determined by using the following formula:
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

(𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 − 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡)
60

The average COM Velocity was determined using the formula:
𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐶𝑂𝑀 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝐶𝑂𝑀 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

Joint angles of the supporting limb were determined using the Xsens from finding the
frame where the lead foot contacted the bottom force plate. Peak sagittal joint velocities
for the supporting limb were determined by using the frames between when the lead foot
left the top force plate and made contact with the lower plate.
3.4 Statistical Analysis
Data was exported into Microsoft Excel and used for statistical analysis using R
version 4.0.1 (2020-06-06; R Core Team (2020), Vienna, Austria). A mixed model
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine whether there were main
effects between the athletes [N = 12] and the non-athletes [N = 14], as well as within the
condition (DJ and DL) and the limb (right or left) for analysis of the kinematic variables
of knee, hip and ankle flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and rotation angles at the
time frames of initial ground contact and the minCOM. Data samples were eliminated
prior to the ANOVA if they did not meet a pre-determined z-value of Z > 2. If the zvalue was more than 2 SD from the mean, they were determined as outliers and
eliminated. This resulted in varying degrees of freedom for the statistical analysis.
Normality of the data was assessed using a Shapiro-Wilks test and a Levene’s Test was
used to test for homogeneity of variance. When assumptions were violated a Robust
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ANOVA (Maier & Wilcox, 2020) was used in place of the mixed model ANOVA. An
alpha level of p < 0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. The effect size was
determined using a generalized eta squared value. A comparison of means was used to
determine differences between limbs and groups. For post-hoc analysis, there were no
adjustments for multiple comparisons because there were only two values compared for
this analysis.
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Chapter 4: Results
Data samples were eliminated prior to the ANOVA if they did not meet a predetermined z-value of Z > 2. If the z-value was more than 2 SD from the mean, they
were determined as outliers and eliminated. These outliers were attributed to
measurement error and resulted in very few data eliminations. The measurement
variables, and interpretation of directional axes are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Directional interpretation of the variables at the hip, knee, and ankle.

Sagittal Plane

Variable
Frontal Plane

Transverse

Hip

Flexion (+)/
Extension (-)

Adduction (+)/
Adduction (-)

Internal Rotation (+)/
External Rotation (-)

Knee

Flexion (+)/
Extension (-)

Adduction (+)/
Adduction (-)

Internal Rotation (+)/
External Rotation (-)

Ankle

Dorsiflexion (+)/
Plantarflexion (-)

Adduction (+)/
Adduction (-)

Internal Rotation (+)/
External Rotation (-)

Joint

4.1 Drop Landing (DL) and Drop Jump (DJ)
Graphs showing a visual representation of both a DL and DJ time-series of an
athlete measured with the Xsens in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Graphs showing time-series joint angles throughout both a DL (left) and DJ (right) task for a
non-athlete participant. The blue represents adduction (+)/abduction (-), the orange represents internal
(+)/external (-) rotation, and the grey represents flexion (+)/extension (-).
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4.1.1 Group Differences
Hypothesis 1:
Athletes would land in a position that shows kinematic patterns related to less
valgus of the lower extremity (more hip abduction and external rotation, less knee
abduction and internal rotation, less ankle abduction).

Ankle
Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion:
At initial ground contact of the landing phase, the athletes had less plantarflexion
than the non-athletes [F (1,23) = 12.88, p = 0.0016, ES = 0.22]. There was also a
significant interaction effect in ankle abduction angles between the two groups and the
conditions (DJ and DL), where the athletes had larger differences in ankle abduction
angles between the two conditions than the non-athletes [F (1,22) = 4.66, p = 0.042, ES
= 0.010]. A summary of the mean landing angles at the ankle for both groups are
provided in Table 4.2. A visual representation of the mean joint angles at the ankle are
shown in Figure 4.2.
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Table 2.2. Joint angles (degrees) at the ankle for the athlete and non-athlete groups during both the DJ and
DL conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as follows: dorsiflexion (+)/plantarflexion (-),
adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.

Task

Axis

Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Sig.

Drop Jump
Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion

-21.30 (5.10)

-24.15 (8.94)

-27.94 (5.77)

-28.68 (6.23)

*

Adduction/Abduction

-16.35 (5.27)

-8.61 (3.10)

-12.12 (4.57)

-7.25 (3.38)

## ⱡ

5.70 (5.09)

3.45 (5.67)

8.22 (3.85)

7.27 (8.86)

Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion

-22.46 (5.59)

-23.39 (8.06)

-30.88 (6.28)

-31.09 (5.72)

*

Adduction/Abduction

-15.37 (6.36)

-9.35 (3.96)

-12.63 (4.96)

-8.05 (3.77)

## ⱡ

6.72 (5.64)

3.92 (5.39)

8.59 (3.64)

7.35 (8.48)

Rotation
Drop Landing

Rotation

* Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
# Significant main effect of limbs, ## Sig. main effect of limb (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.2. Mean joint angles (degrees) for ankle flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-),
and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both the DJ and DL conditions. Error bars represent the
standard deviations.

Knee

Flexion/Extension:
At initial ground contact of the landing phase, the athletes had more flexion at
the knee than the non-athletes for both conditions [F (1,23) = 10.82, p = 0.0032, ES =
0.17].
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Adduction/Abduction:
At initial ground contact during the landing phase of both conditions, the athlete
group had more knee abduction than the non-athlete group [F (1,21) = 13.23, p =
0.0015, ES = 0.24]. A summary of the mean landing angles at the knee for both groups
are provided in Table 4.3. A visual representation of the landing angle means at the
knee are shown in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.3. Joint angles (degrees) at the knee for the athlete and non-athlete groups during both the DJ and
DL conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as follows: flexion (+)/ extension (-),
adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.

Task

Axis

Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Sig.

Drop Jump
Flexion/Extension

30.39 (7.65)

28.40 (5.54)

23.89 (6.00)

25.04 (5.41)

*

Adduction/Abduction

-9.96 (4.05)

-6.71 (3.28)

-5.64 (4.07)

-3.35 (3.13)

*#†ⱡ

Rotation

-4.43 (5.10)

-1.65 (5.29)

-5.19 (5.31)

-1.40 (3.14)

†

Flexion/Extension

27.42 (6.42)

30.75 (7.05)

23.00 (5.66)

24.46 (6.07)

*

Adduction/Abduction

-9.08 (3.75)

-6.66 (2.67)

-4.55 (3.10)

-2.72 (2.24)

*#†ⱡ

Rotation

-3.14 (4.20)

-1.72 (4.35)

4.27 (3.97)

-0.30 (3.95)

†

Drop Landing

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
# Significant main effect of limbs, ## Sig. main effect of limb (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.3. Mean joint angles (degrees) for knee flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-),
and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both the DJ and DL conditions. Error bars represent the
standard deviations.
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Hip
Adduction/Abduction:
At initial ground contact of the landing phase, the athletes had higher adduction
angles at the hip than the non-athletes [F (1,22) = 5.21, p = 0.032, ES = 0.057] for both
conditions. Table 4.4 shows landing angles at the hip for all variables during both
conditions and Figure 4.4 shows mean landing angles at the hip for both groups and
conditions.

Table 4.4. Joint angles (degrees) at the hip for the athlete and non-athlete groups for both the DJ and DL
conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction
(+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Task

Axis

Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Sig.

Drop Jump
Flexion/Extension

36.81 (9.87)

38.34 (9.80)

34.79 (8.42)

35.77 (6.07)

Adduction/Abduction

15.69 (5.23)

8.58 (5.17)

11.13 (4.53)

8.00 (5.36)

Rotation

0.43 (7.98)

0.26 (20.13)

-1.60 (7.75)

-2.69 (10.49)

Flexion/Extension

32.74 (13.40)

35.81 (11.09)

32.87 (7.76)

34.77 (6.81)

Adduction/Abduction

14.98 (5.28)

7.53 (5.97)

10.78 (3.96)

6.50 (5.65)

Rotation

-1.72 (9.08)

1.14 (15.34)

-1.10 (6.83)

-1.81 (8.51)

*#†

Drop Landing
*#†

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
# Significant main effect of limbs, ## Sig. main effect of limb (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.4. Mean joint angles (degrees) for hip flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and
internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both the DJ and DL conditions. Error bars represent the standard
deviations.
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Hypothesis 2:
At the bottom of the absorption phase of the landing impulse (minCOM), the
athletes would be in a position of less valgus of the lower extremity (more hip abduction
and external rotation, less knee abduction, less ankle abduction).

Ankle
There were no group differences in joint angles at minCOM for the ankle. A
summary of the mean landing angles is provided in Table 4.5 and a visual
representation is shown in Figure 4.5.

Table 4.5. Joint angles (degrees) of the ankle at minimum centre of mass (minCOM) for the athlete and
the non-athlete groups for both the DJ and the DL conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is
as follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Non-Athletes Mean
(SD)
Right
Left

Axis

Right

Left

Sig.

Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion
Adduction/Abduction
Rotation

34.89 (3.11)
3.97 (3.98)
-1.29 (6.27)

31.62 (4.06)
2.34 (6.36)
-2.14 (5.37)

34.07 (7.80)
0.78 (5.21)
0.026 (5.56)

30.37 (5.79)
2.38 (6.04)
-1.26 (7.76)

#†
†
†

Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion
Adduction/Abduction
Rotation

32.43 (4.62)
2.33 (3.36)
1.42 (5.30)

30.78 (3.16)
1.66 (5.51)
-1.19 (4.19)

31.86 (6.58)
-0.85 (4.45)
0.97 (5.61)

28.18 (6.62)
1.25 (6.53)
0.41 (8.73)

#†
†
†

Drop Jump

Drop Landing

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
# Significant main effect of limbs, ## Sig. main effect of limb (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)
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Figure 4.5. Mean joint angles (degrees) for ankle flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-),
and internal (+)/external (-) rotation at minCOM during both the DJ and DL conditions. Error bars
represent the standard deviations.

Knee
Flexion/Extension
Athletes had higher flexion angles at minCOM than the non-athletes [F (1,23) =
6.78, p = 0.016, ES = 0.20] for both conditions. There was also a significant interaction
effect within the conditions and between the athletes and non-athletes where the effect
of the conditions showed larger differences in knee flexion angles for the non-athletes,
in comparison to the athletes [F (1,23) = 5.48, p = 0.028, ES = 0.019].
Internal/External Rotation:
The athlete group had significantly more internal rotation at minCOM than the
non-athletes [F (1,20) = 11.43, p = 0.0030, ES = 0.23] for both conditions. A summary
of the results at minCOM for the knee are shown in Table 4.6 and a visual
representation of the landing angle means is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Table 4.6. Joint angles (degrees) of the knee at minCOM for the athlete and the non-athlete groups for
both the DJ and DL conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as follows: flexion
(+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.

Task

Axis

Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Sig.

Drop Jump
*#ⱡ

Flexion/Extension

105.77 (9.21)

102.09 (7.19)

96.85 (14.45)

95.14 (15.03)

Adduction/Abduction

-14.79 (3.41)

-8.18 (7.15)

-8.34 (7.55)

-4.97 (10.74)

#

Rotation

13.24 (4.33)

3.56 (7.96)

1.16 (8.17)

3.51 (7.90)

*#ⱡ

Flexion/Extension

106.48 (8.96)

103.57 (7.71)

91.25 (14.83)

89.14 (15.94)

*#ⱡ

Adduction/Abduction

-13.98 (3.94)

-8.60 (5.95)

-7.63 (6.11)

-3.67 (8.85)

#

Rotation

14.91 (4.42)

6.66 (6.87)

1.45 (7.99)

3.53 (6.89)

*#ⱡ

Drop Landing

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
# Significant main effect of limbs, ## Sig. main effect of limb (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.6. Mean joint angles (degrees) for knee flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-),
and internal (+)/external (-) rotation at minCOM during both the DJ and DL conditions. Error bars
represent the standard deviations.

Hip
Flexion/Extension:
The athlete group had higher flexion angles at minCOM for the hip than the nonathletes [F (1,23) = 7.94, p = 0.0097, ES = 0.23] for both conditions. There was also a
significant interaction effect within the conditions and between the groups where the
effect of the conditions showed larger differences in flexion angles for the non-athletes,
in comparison to the athletes [F (1,23) = 7.94, p = 0.0098, ES = 0.035] at minCOM.
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Adduction/Abduction:
The athletes landed with significantly higher adduction angles at the hip than the
non-athletes [F (1,23) = 8.16, p = 0.0089, ES = 0.16] for both conditions at minCOM.

Internal/External Rotation
Athletes had significantly more hip internal rotation at minCOM than the nonathletes [F (1,21) = 6.17, p = 0.022, ES = 0.083] for both conditions. A summary of the
mean joint angles at minCOM for the knee are shown in Table 4.7 and a visual
representation is shown in Figure 4.7.

Table 4.7. Joint angles (degrees) of the hip at minCOM for the athlete and the non-athlete groups for both
the DJ and DL conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as follows: flexion (+)/extension (), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Axis

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)

Right

Left

Right

Left

Sig.

101.35 (25.57)

101.41 (17.17)

92.13 (17.89)

91.86 (18.47)

*#†ⱡ

Adduction/Abduction

18.50 (7.78)

11.39 (6.37)

12.09 (7.35)

5.83 (7.39)

* ##

Rotation

18.00 (7.09)

2.94 (19.68)

7.73 (6.90)

1.23 (7.55)

*#ⱡ

Drop Jump
Flexion/Extension

Drop Landing
105.81 (17.26)

101.35 (18.56)

79.25 (22.83)

78.39 (22.53)

*#†ⱡ

Adduction/Abduction

20.75 (8.12)

11.35 (5.42)

12.85 (6.23)

5.55 (7.63)

* ##

Rotation

16.92 (8.71)

4.74 (19.43)

6.52 (10.35)

1.57 (5.93)

*#ⱡ

Flexion/Extension

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
# Significant main effect of limbs, ## Sig. main effect of limb (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)
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Figure 4.7. Mean joint angles (degrees) for hip flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and
internal (+)/external (-) rotation at minCOM during both the DJ and DL conditions. Error bars represent
the standard deviations.

4.1.2 Condition Differences

Hypothesis 1:
Both groups would show kinematic patterns related to less of a valgus position
(more hip abduction and external rotation, less knee abduction, less ankle abduction)
for the drop landing condition.

Ankle
Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion
At minCOM, both the athletes and the non-athletes had more dorsiflexion during
the DJ than the DL [F (1,23) = 10.33, p = 0.0038, ES = 0.027].

Adduction/Abduction:
At minCOM, both groups had more adduction during the DJ than the DL [F
(1,22) = 9.53, p = 0.0054, ES = 0.013. The athletes had a significantly larger differences
in ankle abduction angles between conditions at the point of first initial ground contact
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of the landing phase than the non-athletes [F (1,22) = 4.66, p = 0.042, ES = 0.010]. For a
summary of results and visual representation of the landing angle means at the initial
ground contact for the ankle, refer to Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2.

Internal/External Rotation
At minCOM, both groups had more internal rotation during the DJ [F (1,23) =
10.15 p = 0.0041, ES = 0.017]. Summary of results for the landing angle means for the
ankle at minCOM are shown in Table 4.5 and a visual representation is shown in
Figure 4.5.

Knee
Flexion/Extension
The non-athletes had a larger difference in flexion angles between conditions
than the athletes at minCOM [F (1,23) = 5.48, p = 0.028, ES = 0.019]. For a summary of
the results, and a visual representation of the mean joint angles for the knee at minCOM,
refer to Table 4.6 and Figure 4.6.

Adduction/Abduction:
At the initial ground contact of the landing phase, both groups had more knee
abduction during the DJ than the DL [F (1,21) = 13.37, p = 0.0015, ES = 0.010].
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Internal/External Rotation:
The athletes had a greater difference in knee abduction angles between
conditions than the non-athletes [F (1,21) = 5.47, p = 0.030, ES = 0.0044]. A summary
of the mean landing angles at initial ground contact for the knee are shown in Table 4.3
and a visual representation of the mean landing angles is shown in Figure 4.3.

Hip
Flexion/Extension
At minCOM, athletes had more hip flexion on the right side during the DL, and
more hip flexion on the left side during the DJ. The non-athletes had more hip flexion in
total during the DJ than the DL and had a larger difference in hip flexion angles between
conditions than did the athletes, [F (1,23) = 6.10, p = 0.021, ES = 0.027]. For a summary
of results of the mean landing angles at the hip at minCOM, refer to Table 4.7 and for a
visual representation of landing angle means at minCOM refer to Figure 4.7.

Adduction/Abduction
At initial ground contact of the landing phase, the athletes, and the non-athletes
both had more hip adduction during the DJ condition, [F (1,22) = 4.77, p = 0.040, ES =
0.003]. A summary of the results for the hip at initial ground contact are shown in Table
4.4 and a visual representation of the mean landing angles is shown in Figure 4.4.
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4.1.3 Limb Differences

Hypothesis 1:

Both groups would show kinematic patterns related to less of a valgus position
at the dominant limb at initial contact of the first landing phase and at minCOM.

Ankle
Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion
Both the athletes and the non-athletes had more dorsiflexion at the right ankle at
minCOM, [F (1,23) = 10.18, p = 0.0041, ES = 0.065]. For a summary of results at the
ankle at minCOM, refer to Table 4.5 and for a visual representation refer to Figure 4.5.

Adduction/Abduction
At initial ground contact, both the athlete and the non-athlete groups had more
ankle abduction at the right ankle, [F (1,22) = 32.18, p < 0.001, ES = 0.30]. For a
summary of the landing angle means for the ankle at initial ground contact, refer to
Table 4.2 and for a visual representation refer to Figure 4.2.

Knee
Flexion/Extension
Both groups had more flexion at the right knee at minCOM, [F (1,23) = 4.57, p =
0.043, ES = 0.012].
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Adduction/Abduction
Both groups had more knee abduction at the right knee, [F (1,21) = 7.99, p =
0.010, ES = 0.15] at initial ground contact. For a summary of the landing angle means at
initial ground contact for the knee, refer to Table 4.3 and for a visual representation
refer to Figure 4.3. Both groups had more abduction at the right knee at minCOM, [F
(1,22) = 8.98, p = 0.0066, ES = 0.12].

Internal/External Rotation
The athletes had more internal rotation at the right knee, while the non-athletes
had more internal rotation at the left knee at minCOM [F (1,20) = 5.75, p = 0.026, ES =
0.11]. The athletes also had greater differences between limbs during both conditions
than the non-athletes, [F (1,20) = 9.98, p = 0.0050, ES = 0.18]. For a summary of
landing angle means for the knee at minCOM, refer to Table 4.6 and for a visual
representation refer to Figure 4.6.

Hip
Flexion/Extension
Both the athlete and the non-athlete groups had more flexion at the right hip [F
(1,23) = 4.74, p = 0.040, ES = 0.036] at minCOM.

Adduction/Abduction
Both groups had more hip adduction at the right hip, [F (1,22) = 7.38, p = 0.013,
ES = 0.19]. For a summary of results at the hip, at initial ground contact, refer to Table
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4.4 and Figure 4.3. Both groups had more hip adduction at the right hip at minCOM, [F
(1,23) = 17.24, p = 0.00039, ES = 0.23].

Internal/External Rotation
Both the athletes and the non-athletes had more internal rotation at right hip [F
(1,21) = 12.40, p = 0.0020, ES = 0.28]. The athletes had a larger difference in internal
rotation angles between limbs at the hip than the non-athletes, [F (1,21) = 6.76, p =
0.017, ES = 0.0023]. For a summary of the landing angle means for the hip at minCOM,
refer to Table 4.7 and for a visual representation refer to Figure 4.7.

4.2 Jumping Data Variables
The athlete group had greater jump height [M = 0.33 +/- 0.082 m] than the nonathletes [M = 0.26 +/- 0.069 m], (W = 131, p = 0.0149, ES = 0.47) and the athletes had a
greater amount of Flight Time [M = 0.45 +/- 0.043 s] than the non-athletes [M = 0.39
+/- 0.079], (W = 133, p = 0.0126, ES = 0.50). The athletes also had greater RSI [M =
0.55 +/- 0.11] than the non-athletes [M = 0.43 +/- 0.18], (W = 138, p < 0.00593, ES =
0.55). Lastly, athletes showed significantly larger distance between the knees [M = 0.32
+/- 0.041 m] at initial contact during the landing phase t (71.78) = 3.34, p = 0.00132, ES
= 0.43) than the non-athletes [M = 0.28 +/- 0.041 m], and a larger minimum distance
between the knees [M = 0.28 +/- 0.054 m] throughout the landing phase (W = 142 p <
0.00310, ES = 0.59) than the non-athletes [M = 0.23 +/- 0.37 m]. The results from the
Jumping Variables are shown in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8. Comparison of jumping variables between the athlete and non-athlete groups.
Variable

Athletes (SD)

Non-Athletes (SD)

Sig.

Jump Height (m)

0.33 (0.082)

0.26 (0.069)

0.0149*†

Ground Contact Time (s)

0.604 (0.098)

0.693 (0.20)

0.198†

Flight Time (s)

0.45 (0.043)

0.39 (0.079)

0.0126*†

RSI

0.55 (0.11)

0.43 (0.18)

0.00593*†

Landing Knee Distance (m)

0.32 (0.041)

0.28 (0.041)

0.00132*

Minimum Knee Distance (m)

0.28 (0.054)

0.23 (0.37)

0.00130**†

Landing Ankle Distance (m)

0.34 (0.047)

0.32 (0.056)

0.148

* Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
† Wilcoxon Rank Sum test with continuity correction was performed

4.3 Single-Leg Step Downs (SLT)
For the analysis of the single-leg step downs, the joint angles and the angular
joint velocities for the supporting limbs were analyzed at the frame where the lead foot
of the participant contacted the bottom force plate and the vertical force exceeded 15 N.
For interpretation of the directional axes of the variables, refer to Table 4.1. A graph
showing the time series of an athlete participant completing an SLT is shown in Figure
4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Graph showing time-series joint angles throughout an SLT of a non-athlete participant. The
blue represents adduction (+)/abduction (-), the orange represents internal (+)/external (-) rotation, and the
grey represents flexion (+)/extension.
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4.3.1 Group Differences

Hypothesis 1:
Athletes would show kinematic patterns related to less of a valgus position than
the non-athletes at initial ground contact.

Ankle
There were no group differences in joint angles at the ankle of the supporting
limbs during initial ground contact of the lead foot. A summary of the mean touch-down
angles for the ankle are shown in Table 4.9 and a visual representation is shown in
Figure 4.9.

Table 4.9. Single-leg step down joint angles (degrees) at the supporting limb ankle during the initial
ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as
follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Task

Axis

Athletes Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Controls Mean (SD)
Right
Left

Sig.

Single Leg Step Down
Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion

25.27 (7.11)

29.80 (6.20)

23.31 (6.25)

Adduction/Abduction

5.98 (5.65)

5.16 (9.19)

3.86 (8.77)

-2.35 (10.83)

Rotation

6.39 (9.75)

0.84 (14.37)

9.12 (12.43)

13.93 (11.20)

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)
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26.76 (9.47)

†

Figure 4.9. Mean touch-down angles (degrees) for ankle flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction
(+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both single-leg step down conditions at
initial touch-down of the lead foot. Error bars represent the standard deviations.

Knee
Flexion/Extension
The athlete group had more flexion at the supporting knee than the non-athletes
during initial ground contact [F (1,24) = 6.78, p = 0.0155, ES = 0.16].

Adduction/Abduction
The athletes had more knee abduction at the supporting limb than the nonathletes at initial ground contact [F (1,23) = 15.22, p < 0.001, ES = 0.28]. For the
summary of mean touch-down angles at the knee, refer to Table 4.10 and for a visual
representation refer to Figure 4.10.
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Table 4.10. Mean single-leg step down joint angles (degrees) at the supporting limb knee during initial
ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as
follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Axis

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)

Right

Left

Right

Left

Sig.

Flexion/Extension

18.79 (3.59)

19.03 (5.27)

15.60 (5.73)

13.85 (5.04)

*

Adduction/Abduction

-7.93 (2.97)

-5.64 (3.89)

-3.04 (3.19)

-2.66 (2.71)

**

Rotation

8.00 (5.27)

-7.40 (3.41)

-4.92 (4.86)

-4.79 (4.00)

Single Leg Step Down

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.10. Mean touch-down angles (degrees) for knee flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction
(+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both single-leg step down conditions at
initial touch-down of the lead foot. Error bars represent the standard deviations.

Hip
There were no group differences in hip kinematics during initial ground contact.
A summary of the mean touch-down angles at the hip are provided in Table 4.11 and a
visual representation is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Table 4.11. Mean single-leg step down joint angles (degrees) at the supporting limb hip during the initial
ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is as
follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Axis

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)

Right

Left

Right

Left

Sig.

Flexion/Extension

32.45 (13.28)

37.52 (15.74)

25.94 (8.42)

32.00 (6.55)

†

Adduction/Abduction

28.18 (14.97)

20.95 (13.08)

18.54 (7.10)

17.05 (4.17)

Single Leg Step Down

Rotation
-21.44 (15.04)
-22.42 (18.35)
-12.87 (9.17)
*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

-16.91 (8.51)

Figure 4.11. Mean touch-down angles (degrees) for hip flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/
abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both single-leg step down conditions at initial
touch-down of the lead foot. Error bars represent the standard deviations.

Hypothesis 2:
Athletes would have slower joint velocities than the non-athletes at initial
ground contact.

Ankle
There were no group differences in ankle angular joint velocities of the
supporting limb at the initial ground contact time of the lead foot. A summary of the
touch-down angles at initial ground contact of the lead foot is provided in Table 4.12
and a visual representation is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Table 4.12. Mean single-leg step down angular joint velocities (degrees) at the supporting limb ankle
during the initial ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the
variables is as follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-)
rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)

Axis

Right

Left

Right

Left

Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion

45.03 (14.98)

49.29 (18.66)

52.76 (10.70)

53.55 (17.08)

Adduction/Abduction

41.34 (16.80)

35.06 (10.64)

53.16 (22.27)

36.82 (11.03)

Rotation
62.75 (21.08)
63.81 (21.58)
72.79 (31.79)
*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p
<0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

85.17 (36.81)

Sig.

Single Leg Step Down

ⱡ

Figure 4.12. Mean single-leg step down angular joint velocities (degrees) at the supporting limb ankle
during the initial ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the
variables is as follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-)
rotation.

Knee
Flexion/Extension
The athletes had slower angular knee flexion velocities than the non-athletes [F
(1,23) = 7.21, p = 0.0132, ES = 0.22].

Adduction/Abduction
The athletes had slower angular adduction velocities at the supporting limb than
the non-athletes [F (1,23) = 11.38, p = 0.00262, ES = 0.22]. A summary of the mean
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touch-down angles at the knee are shown in Table 4.13 and a visual representation is
shown in Figure 4.13.

Table 4.13. Mean single-leg step down angular joint velocities (degrees) at the supporting limb knee
during the initial ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the
variables is as follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-)
rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Axis

Right

Left

Flexion/Extension
Adduction/Abduction

134.84 (38.55)
22.75 (5.94)

129.55 (35.62)
34.15 (14.77)

Rotation

46.89 (18.02)

49.47 (22.37)

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)
Right

Left

Sig.

177.03 (41.23)
39.08 (9.28)

164.50 (41.01)
43.25 (16.33)

*
*†

45.13 (17.22)

55.43 (28.79)

Single Leg Step Down

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.13. Mean angular joint velocities (degrees) for knee flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction
(+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both single-leg step down conditions at
initial touch-down of the lead foot. Error bars represent the standard deviations.

Hip
There were no group differences in hip angular joint velocities of the supporting
limb at initial ground contact of the lead foot. Mean touch-down angles for the hip are
summarized in Table 4.14 and a visual representation is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Table 4.14. Mean single-leg step down angular joint velocities (degrees) at the supporting limb hip during
the initial ground contact of the lead foot for both conditions. Directional interpretation of the variables is
as follows: flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction (+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation.
Athletes Mean (SD)
Task

Axis

Non-Athletes Mean (SD)

Right

Left

Right

Left

Flexion/Extension

70.63 (18.22)

69.71 (16.92)

63.37 (16.60)

72.93 (23.79)

Adduction/Abduction

35.87 (17.63)

31.77 (13.86)

40.94 (21.07)

40.70 (18.67)

Rotation

44.34 (17.01)

43.88 (15.00)

49.67 (14.29)

50.45 (19.61)

Sig.

Single Leg Step Down

*Significant main effect between groups (p <0.05), **Significant main effect between groups (p <0.001)
† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.05), †† Significant main effect of conditions (p <0.001)
ⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.05), ⱡⱡ Significant interaction effect (p <0.001)

Figure 4.14. Mean angular joint velocities (degrees) for hip flexion (+)/extension (-), adduction
(+)/abduction (-), and internal (+)/external (-) rotation during both single-leg step down conditions at
initial touch-down of the lead foot. Error bars represent the standard deviations.

4.3.2 Condition (Limb) Differences

Hypothesis 1:
Both the athlete and non-athlete groups would show kinematic patterns related
to less of a valgus position at the dominant limb at the frame of initial ground contact of
the leading foot.

Ankle
Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion
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At initial ground contact of the lead foot, both groups had more ankle
dorsiflexion on the supporting limb of the right side in comparison to the left, [F (1,9) =
9.45, p = 0.0142, ES = 0.27]. For a summary of the mean touch down angles at the ankle
refer to Table 4.9 and for a visual representation, refer to Figure 4.9.

Knee
There were no significant differences in joint angles between supporting limbs at
the knee at the frame of initial ground contact. For a summary of the mean touch-down
angles at the knee, refer to Table 4.10 and for a visual representation, refer to Figure
4.10.

Hip
Flexion/Extension
Both the athletes and the non-athletes had less flexion at the hip of the
supporting limb on the left side, [F (1,24) = 10.04, p = 0.00414, ES = 0.061]. For a
summary of mean touch-down angles at the hip, refer to Table 4.11 and for a visual
representation, refer to Figure 4.11.

Hypothesis 2:
Both the athlete and non-athlete groups would show slower joint velocities for
the dominant limb of the supporting limb at the frame of initial ground contact of the
lead foot.
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Ankle
Adduction/Abduction
The non-athletes had larger differences in angular joint velocities between right
and left supporting limbs than the athletes [F (1,23) = 7.73, p < 0.0106, ES = 0.13]
during initial ground contact of the lead foot. For a summary of the mean angular joint
velocities at the ankle refer to Table 4.12 and for a visual representation, refer to Figure
4.12.

Knee
Adduction/Abduction
Both groups had higher knee adduction velocities at the left knee of the
supporting limb [F (1,23) = 11.38, p < 0.00262, ES = 0.090] during initial ground
contact of the lead foot. For a summary of the mean angular joint velocities at the knee
refer to Table 4.13 and for a visual representation, refer to Figure 4.13.

Hip
There were no significant differences in angular joint velocities between right
and left supporting limbs. For a summary of the angular joint velocities at the knee refer
to Table 4.14 and Figure 4.12.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This research study compared differences in lower limb kinematics between
university student athletes and university student non-athletes during drop jump, drop
landing, and single leg step down tasks. The original aim of the study was to be used as
a pilot study for preparation of the main thesis which, due to the ongoing coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic restrictions, had been cancelled. The results were never intended
to be analyzed in detail, and some of the limitations of this research study reflect this.
With that said, the results of this study will add to the literature on kinematic analysis of
differences between athletes with neuromuscular training experience and non-athletes
with no neuromuscular training experience and may increase the understanding of the
effects of neuromuscular training on these jumping tasks.
The athletes who participated in this study train at the CSCA/UNB High
Performance Centre. The centre has a partnership with UNB Kinesiology and provides
sport-specific strength and conditioning programs aimed at reducing injury and
maximizing athletic potential including sport science services, physical assessments, and
evaluation for injury risk. Typical components of their training programs include
strength, power, and mobility, components as well as neuromuscular function and
aerobic capacity training. The non-athletes had no experience training with a strength
and conditioning coach and no history of competing in elite level sport (university,
provincial, national, or professional level sport). The trained university athletes
demonstrated kinematics that have been consistent with a decreased risk of ACL injury
in the sagittal plane, including more hip and knee flexion and slower angular joint
velocities during the single leg step down. The more favourable kinematic profiles may
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be related to a decreased loading at the knee in the frontal plane and a greater use of hip
musculature for avoidance of placing greater load at the knee as stated by other
researchers (Earl et al., 2007; Powers, 2010). The athletes also showed a greater distance
between the knees at landing, and greater minimum distance between the knees
throughout the landing phases. These findings are supportive of previous research
studies stating that training for neuromuscular control and landing mechanics may be
beneficial to decreasing the effect of altered landing mechanics related to ACL injury
risk. Training has shown to be effective in reducing the risk of ACL injuries if it is
aimed at minimizing at risk biomechanical profiles in females (Lim et al., 2009; Myer et
al., 2005, 2007; Pollard et al., 2010).
Although the athletes showed kinematics related to a decreased risk of injury in
the sagittal plane, and a greater distance between the knees at initial ground contact, and
minimum distance between the knees throughout the landing phases, they did not show
kinematics related to less risk of injury in the frontal and transverse planes. The athletes
showed more knee abduction and internal rotation, and more hip adduction and internal
rotation. Existing research has shown increased hip and knee flexion angles in the
sagittal plane and increased hip abduction and greater distance between the knees in the
frontal planes may be associated with possible improvements in hip musculature
strength and performance, trunk positions and mechanics during landing tasks (although
not measured in this research study; Stearns & Powers, 2014).
The hypothesis stating that the athletes would be at less risk of injury at
minCOM was partially supported. Again, the athlete group had more flexion at the knee
and hip in the sagittal plane, but had higher internal rotation angles at the knee, and
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more internal rotation and adduction at the hip. Differences between groups at both
initial ground contact of landing, and at minCOM, may be associated with an increase in
demand based on jumping performances and strength differences between groups,
although this was not measured in this research study. Athletes showed higher jump
heights, flight time, and RSI, suggesting the athletes were placing more kinematic
demands on the lower extremity leading to differences between the two groups.
The hypothesis stating that both groups would show kinematic differences
between the two jumping tasks with more favourable responses during the DL was not
supported and had mixed results.
Both the athletes and non-athletes had more dorsiflexion, adduction, and internal
rotation at the ankle at minCOM during the drop jump, and the athletes had a larger
difference in adduction angles between conditions than did the non-athletes. At the knee,
non-athletes had a larger difference in flexion angles between conditions than nonathletes, and at the hip, the non-athletes had more flexion during the DJ. Although the
kinematic differences between the DL and DJ tasks do not show characteristics related
to less risk of injury during the DL, they may be related to the higher demands of
performing a maximum vertical jump following the DJ, as opposed to just the landing
during the DL task, these results align with previous studies suggesting that a DJ would
have increased biomechanical demands as opposed to a DL task (Ali et al., 2013; Cruz
et al., 2013).
During both the DJ and the DL participants were required to absorb impact
forces and utilize muscle length-velocity relationships (Gordon et al., 1986; Herzog et
al., 1991) and the stretch shortening cycles by using pre-stretched muscles for maximum
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jump height (Bosco & Komi, 1981) during the DJ, while only absorbing the drop jump
impact for the DL (Yeow et al., 2011). Previous researchers have found variances
between landing task could lead to changes in lower extremity mechanics (Ali et al.,
2013; Cruz et al., 2013). Common landing tasks used in ACL research include drop
landing and drop jumps. Kinematic demands were hypothesized to be greater for the DJ
than DL and could include increased knee flexion and abduction angles, hip flexion and
adduction, and knee flexion and abduction angles, and hip flexion and adduction
moments. The differences between these tasks are likely related to an increased impact
force with the landing with an extra requirement to generate power for the jump,
although this was not measured in this research study. As other researchers have noted,
knee abduction angles were similar between DJ and DL tasks where differences were
noted more in the sagittal plane rather than the frontal plane and transverse plane. The
Xsens Motion Capture system has been reported to have more reliability in sagittal
plane measurements as opposed to the frontal and transverse planes (Al-Amri et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2013), which may account for some of the variations in
measurements examined in this research study.
For single leg tasks, a higher degree of strength and balance is required by the
participant (Cruz et al., 2013), and therefore it was hypothesized that the athletes would
touch their lead foot down in a position related to less risk of lower extremity injury at
the supporting limb than the non-athletes during the SLT. It was also hypothesized that
the athletes would show slower angular joint velocities during these tasks suggesting
more neuromuscular control. No differences were found at the ankle or hip, but at the
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knee, the athletes had higher flexion angles, and slower flexion and abduction velocities.
Although, the athletes also demonstrated more knee abduction than the non-athletes.
Earl et al. (2007), found that hip and knee joints were predominantly found in
more valgus positions during single leg step down tasks. Single leg step down tasks are
reported to have more relation to assessing control of the hip, while a double leg landing
has been suggested to be more appropriate when assessing knee abduction (Donohue et
al., 2015). During this research study, the athletes showed more knee abduction during
SLT than the non-athletes supporting the hypothesis that the trained athletes would have
stronger hip musculature than the non-athletes. Single leg landing tasks are often used
because they may provide greater demand in frontal plane movements and further
evaluation of at risk individuals when screening for injury, though many researchers
have focused on double leg landing tasks for screening purposes (Blackburn & Padua,
2009; Myer et al., 2007; Padua et al., 2015). Reduced hip strength has been related to an
increase in knee valgus angles and may be related to differences found between the
trained athletes and the non-athletes in this study. Higher knee valgus angles have been
related to decreased energy absorption at the hip during deceleration of a drop jump task
and less hip extensor strength (Powers, 2010). Pollard et al. (2010) stated individuals
that limit motion in the sagittal planes may have more reliance on frontal plane
movements to control deceleration of the body’s centre of mass, including decreased
energy absorption at the knee and hip, increased knee extensor moments and decreased
hip extensor moments and increased vastus lateralis muscle activation in the quadriceps.
Regarding limb differences, it was hypothesized that both athletes and nonathletes would show kinematics related to less injury at their dominant limb for all three
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landing tasks (DL, DJ, SLT). The hypothesis was not supported, but both groups had
demonstrated some kinematics related to less risk of injury in the sagittal plane on the
right side during the SLT. Both groups had more dorsiflexion at the ankle and more
flexion at the hip on the right side. No differences were found at the knee between right
and left sides. During the DL and DJ, at initial ground contact of the landing phase the
athletes, and non-athletes both had more ankle abduction, more knee abduction, and
more hip adduction all on the right side. These finding suggest both groups placed their
right limbs in a more valgus position when compared to the left.
Side to side asymmetries in neuromuscular strength, flexibility and coordination
have been related to an increased risk of ACL injury risk (Hewett et al., 1996; Hewett et
al., 1999). Leg dominance was defined as the imbalance between muscular strength and
joint kinematics in contralateral lower extremity measures by Myer, Ford, & Hewett,
(2004). Limb asymmetries have been associated with potential injury risk to the lower
extremity in females, although more research examining these effects is needed (Pappas
& Carpes, 2012). Females have been reported to have greater asymmetry between legs
than males in knee valgus and ankle eversion in the frontal planes, leading to higher
demands placed on a certain limb. Females have also shown larger differences between
limbs in hamstring strength and hamstring to quadriceps ratios (Hewett et al., 1996).
Side differences in balance, strength and flexibility were reported to be associated with
an increase in injury risk (Knapik et al., 1991). A research study by Pappas and Carpes
(2012) examined differences between a forward jump task and a drop landing task
asymmetries between males and females and found the task with the greater
biomechanical demand (the forward jumping task) showed differences in hip adduction
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and knee valgus between the dominant and non-dominant limbs. Researchers have
reported significant side to side differences in knee valgus in the dominant limb and
non-dominant limbs in females (Pappas & Carpes, 2012) and side to side differences in
quadriceps peak torque ratios and hamstrings peak torque during landing tasks have
been reported in females. Over reliance on a dominant limb may lead to greater stresses
and torques on the dominant side, while the contralateral side may not be able to absorb
high forces associated with sporting activities effectively (Myer et al., 2004).
Both the SLT and the DJ have been recommended in the research as potential
ACL injury and lower extremity injury screening tasks (Earl et al., 2007). This is
because they have different lower extremity biomechanical demands including greater
rearfoot eversion and hip abduction in SLT tasks and greater internal hip rotation in
females for DJ tasks as reported in (Earl et al., 2007). Earl et al. (2007), suggests a stepdown task to be more appropriate when evaluating hip control in females in the frontal
and transverse planes, while the DJ produces greater knee abduction angles. The
findings from this research study may suggest the athletes and non-athletes had both
placed more force on their right side in comparison to their left and may have
differences in strength between limbs. These findings are consistent with previous
research showing more abduction at the knee on the dominant limb and differences in
strength ratios between limbs. All participants in this study were right leg dominant
except for one non-athlete participant.
5.1 Limitations
There was a small sample size used for this research study, and the athlete group
consisted of athletes competing in four different sports (soccer, basketball, hockey, and
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karate). Although all athletes trained in the same facility, programs and experience
varied between participants and the training regimes and length of training programs
undergone by the athletes were not monitored or recorded and varied by sport. Training
time, volume, and experience level, as well as commitment to training programs was not
recorded and could have varied between athletes and athlete teams. This could have led
to inconsistencies in the data where the more experienced athletes with more training
may have performed better in jumping and landing tasks than other athletes included in
the study. Further, differences in training strategies per sport may have impacted the
results as each sport had different mechanical demands. Basketball and soccer athletes
may have had more experience in training for specific landing mechanics related to less
risk of injury compared to the hockey athletes because of different demands of their
respective sports.
Another limitation of this study was the limitations related to measurement of
human motion in the frontal and transverse planes. The Xsens Motion Capture System
has more variability in frontal and transverse plane measurements (Lachaine et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2013). Measurements in the frontal and transverse planes at the hip, knee
and ankles had high variability when compared to the sagittal plane.
Although all participants, apart from one non-athlete, were right leg dominant,
the definition of leg dominance remains a controversial issue according to Earl et al.
(2007), and may have influenced the results in this study. Although there are difference
ways to measure leg dominance (Hewett et al., 2002; Knapik et al., 1991; Myer et al.,
2004; Tropp & Odenrick, 1988), participants were simply asked which leg they were
most comfortable kicking a ball with, with the kicking side chosen as the dominant limb.
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This could have changed the results regarding dominant leg limb differences if
participants reported the wrong limb as being their strongest side.
The box height for both the single-leg and double-leg tasks remained consistent
between individuals without reference to individual height differences. This was done
for standardization between each task and direct comparison between participants but
may lead to differences in task difficulty between participants with different heights. It
may be more beneficial for box heights to be relevant to participant height.
Lastly, the tasks for this research study were not performed during in game high
speed scenarios which may lead to altered landing mechanics outside of a controlled
environment. Future research should include landing tasks performed at high speeds,
separating the athletes by sport and experience level of training, as well as controlling
for the amount of training and what type of training they received.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
More favourable landing strategies related to decreased risk of ACL injury were
shown in the trained university athletes in comparison to untrained non-athlete group at
the hip, knee, and ankle, in the sagittal planes, but not in the frontal or transverse planes.
Although training was not monitored or recorded, these results suggest that a training
program with a strength coach that university athletes often receive may be of benefit
for developing landing mechanics related to a decreased risk of ACL injury in females.
With that said, training strategies, experience, and sport were not considered for this
research study and further research is needed for individual differences in sport, years
played, and type/duration of training. Although there have been differences in kinematic
profiles between males and females and trained and untrained females during single leg
and double leg tasks with varying kinematic demands reported in the literature, there are
still no consistent and reliable screening protocols. Many research studies have looked at
the effect of specific neuromuscular training programs aimed at specifically decreasing
the risk of ACL injury, but there are no consistent strategies for these training protocols
in the literature. This research shows more evidence that the training university athletes
receive may lead to slightly more beneficial movement patterns during a DL, DJ and
SLT task that may be related to a decreased this risk of lower extremity injury in female
athletes. More detailed research is needed for comparison of movement patterns
between untrained and trained individuals and if differences found between trained and
untrained individuals are enough to make an impact on decreasing the risk of ACL
injury.
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